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From the map or climb on to the resistance theres a tree in the lower left corner of the map to the point where the car is covered with a blanket and is broken and no wheels. This disorder requires 1 person to stand right next to the tree. Another person climbs on to the wall and knives the tree then right after that keep throwing the knife and you will be started
in the air holding y to keep your throwing knife back. Land on a tree and jump into the building and run freely. As a level faster on the split screen first, you want to go to multiplayer on MW3 and select split screen. Then you want to go to the game settings and do the following: Map: Dome Mode: Sabatoge Options: Bomb Time-5 second bomb plant-1 second
bomb defuse - 1 second time limit-Unlimited Killcam-Off (or you can take on) Max Health-Miniscule Number of lives-1 life I hope this trick will help you. Specialist - Rank Faster Once you hit level 20, use the Specialist package. Take the class, give it a hard line and use the Specialist package. It not only gives you extra points to kill 1, 3, 5, and 7, but it also
helps you complete uptake challenges and specialist challenges for each tweak. You are completing the perks and each benefit has a specialist benefit challenge to do it. For example, if you kill 1 to unlock assassin, you are completing assassin challenges while completing a Specialist Challenge called 'Assassin.' This equals boatload XP once you start
moving through these challenges. Not to mention 200 XP for killing to kill 1, 3, 5, and 7 each time. You will find it hard to find a faster way to get XP while playing any kill heavy mode. You get extra points for kills of 8, 9, 10 etc. as long as you have all the benefits on and haven't permeated, so it's like double XP in yourself. Unlimited Weapons First you need
to buy a sentry gun and place it then buy another senrtry gun, but keep it from dying and buy some C4 explosives and switch to C4 and go to the sentry gun you placed down and pick it up, but at the same time move on to the sentry gun you bought on the d pad and place that sentry gun away and you should take your second one out and give it away by
pressing y and you should have an empty space for Weapon. Works on any map. Survival mode. (Split screen) Go to suvival mode and if you're level 50 and your friend is level 10 tell your friend to borrow some money if he wants a slight hand telling him to give you $5000 and if he buys it and set it up and he can get it and if he wants a type 95 tell him to
give you $3000 and buy it then pick up the gun and set the type 95 down and he can pick it up. Good places to camp at Arkaden in the lower left corner of Arkaden, there is a restaurant with a counter. You can climb on the counter, walk forward, and be behind the counter. Then you should cringe and be in a lot of cover and still be Shoot people. With this, I
got other people angry and got escort airdrop. Another good place for the camp is on the southern part. There is an entrance to the mall that you have to climb the stairs to get to, so climb those stairs, and on the left, the platform will be blocked by glass, leaving you to break the glass and hop the railroad. Keep moving until you're finished. You may notice
there is a small ledge, so break the glass and carefully climb on it. Now move along the edge and turn 2 corners and stop and cringe. People are usually terrified by it, so it's easy to kill, but you'll have no cover. You can't access the 'Hidden Ledge', as I call it, on survival mode, but you can access the counter at the restaurant in the lower left corner.
Quickscope (One Shot On Kill) So if you're a quickscope, you should know that everyone suggests using bolt action. But I think it is better to use semiautomatic, because if you miss one shot with a screw action usually dead. But if you use semiautomatic you can spray. The high level of resistance to get to level as forty to survive in resitance is you go to
buildin in the middle and crouch behind the couch, until you save about $9,000 minus preitor missle to make copper then you have to run the gun suplie and buy a light mechinegun to make juggernuts and c4 plus you need delta and riot squad with you and senry gun if you unlock and you get up to like 40 and the first time I did it I got to Wave 45 second time
wave 59 third time 44 and last time 60 it really works with one or two people. High round I played survival mode underground and I figured out a good way to make it to round 16 or more. All you have to do is be level 15 or more to get acr 6.8 and scar. Toy will have to buy your own revine if you don't have everything ready. Next get claymores full thing
grenades full thing flash bangs. Then you need a riot squad and you have to buy a sentry gun only if it is unlocked, if its not afraid its not really needed. Then camp where you would buy delta squad, and when all delta squad guys are removed to buy again and keep buying it you'll make it on a high round. I did it at 19 my first time and 22 my second and 17
on my third and my last time in one day I got to 21 so this strategy works. Tip: if you have a riot shield delta squad buy instead it makes it a little easier. Surviving Underground Easier in Survivle mode There is a staircase case, but not at the front of the map. So you go left, if you appear in front of the map, then you go down a couple of stairs that are there
and then you enter this building then you go up the staircase and wait for the guy to come then knife the man who walks in IT ONLY WORKS FOR THE FIRST 2 LAPS! Survival Mode Tip Most People Say Don't Pick Up weapons, but I disagree because I tried other tricks, but I get on when I pick up enemy weapons. Most people still buy the same gun.
Golden weapons. Everyone says that right away, when you unlock a new attachment, make a call for it. I don't agree with that. If you do this, all your challenges are defeated and you are still at gun level 25. I am doing about 3 challenges for the weapon and keep using this weapon until I get to gun level 15 then start making my problems. So I hope to see
you with a gold gun. Quick Sniper class got to sniper rifles, get barret social, put acog range on it, get the shooter to persevere, quickdraw, and any more. Make a secondary machine gun. Everyone you like and you should get a lot of kills! Get to a high level on survival mode (Underground) First Round-Kill everyone with a knife and don't shoot the gun or pick
up enemies. Second-round use your weapon and kill everyone and don't buy ammo refills. Third-round Do the same. Forth Round-Buy gun that you like for $2000 or $3000 dollars. Fifth round-Just kill everyone and you can buy ammo cartridge. Sixth-round Take down the helocopter. Seventh-round Buy a center gun or center gernade launcher if you have
enough money to buy another and give them were you to buy delta squad. Eighth-round Buy Delta Squad or Riot Delta Sheild Squad. Just keep reaping this pattern and you get a lot of money, but you have to kill people. But buy a light machine gun too and use another weapon that loads faster. How To Get On Top Of A Campaign Level Go to persona non
grata. Hop on it then jump on the barrels and boxes jump on the thing in the upper left corner then jump on the lamp thingy. After you hop on the telephone wires walk on the second roof. Continue until you reach more wires. Continue walking on them and then walk along the edge of the roof. Then turn left and continue walking after that now you should be
in the fire jump on the second metal rod and turn left to continue walking then turn right again right again to walk on that little board and you should be at the top of the starting room. My Flying Stuff After returning to the sender go to the part where you get the predator rocket and go where this car comes from from right to the garbage box thingy on the left you
will find that blue white-ish barrel and then hop on it. After that hop on the garbage box get in the right place and hop on the helicopter and watch you fly away. How to get tons of points really fast on a split screen If you want tons of points really fast, you need to get 2 controllers, your controller will have a riot shield, and the other will have a sentry or remote
sentry and will shoot the shield. You get a lot of points. If you have a friend who wants points you are doing the same thing but both you will have sentry and your sentry Shoot him, and his will shoot you. But if you want to do an easy way, you get a light machine gun and shoot the shield. Survival (Ultimate Stand Off must read!) Me, and my friend were
playing survival on Transfer when we noticed something strange. We both jumped inside the bus, (next to the grenade laptop), but the funny thing was, only the dogs came on the bus. Regular enemies wouldn't take a single step into the bus. It wasn't because I killed them, too. Juggles and dogs were two things that could get on the bus. We even managed
to disparate all the helicopters, the bus provided a lot of cover. If you're going to die, lie down and watch the door. My friend, and I went from coloring in round 36, to suicide bombing to 99! I'm telling you, it works. Try it for yourself. Enjoy! Get Level 27 Survival Mode On Dome I found the best way to get to high level 20 in the house is when you first start to run
out the door to your immediate right and go up the ladder to the dome, then lie down right in front of the ladder, almost all enemies come up the ladder and you can get all the head shots and kill streak bonuses, keep in mind , you get the occasional enemy from the right side, Having climbed the second ladder, just look and pick them up away, after the
second wave you should have between $7000 and $10,000, run back to the brick building and buy 2 sentry guns and place them out between the brick building and the domes all the way against the cargo containers that make the wall, 1 on each side of the forklift towards the hill towards the enemies path , also picked up all the shotguns and get back up the
ladder, after wave 4 is done, you should have about $10,000 to $13,000, go to the dome and buy a light machine gun and trade your shotgun for AR, also go fill your grenades, now your pretty well armed, level 6, 15, 24, you'll have helicopters, just grab your guard and bump into a brick building placing each one in the back corners And pick up all the
enemies and save the helicopters for the last, if you stand in the far back corner is a pillar that you can stand behind so that you can move and shoot the birds through a hole in the roof and then duck back behind when you shoot back, after about 1 clip in LMG timed right the birds should be down, then just put your sentries back out and get back up the
ladder and continue shooting fish in the barrel , even when fixing you can shoot them across the floor you're on and pick them off before or coming up the ladder, on wave 9, 12, 18, 21, 27 you'll have Juggernauts, just cringe at the edge of your platform, and when the first one hits the ground from the bird above you hit it with a stun grenade and an empty clip
of your LMG and he did it then just stun the others and keep your distance and pick them away , NOTE : once you hit 24 games throws everything at Lots of enemies, and it gets hard, you end up jumping out of the nest and running for cover elsewhere, where the furthest I've been doing this is at last juggling level 27, I was shooting the second and third killed
me from behind... that was said good luck. Easy Juggernaut kills on resistance (Survival Mode) On resistance, before the jugger arrives, buy 10 c4 (buy c4 twice) and throw 8-10 c4 into the smoke cloud that appears when the jugger's helicopter stops. When it gets to the ground, wait until it starts shooting and then detonate. Stepping up the Play 1v1 player
search then inviting him into the game right away to shure you have tacks to put a tack down on the player to keep killing you while still putting the tack down. SAM's a teddy bear! At ARKADEN go to BurgerTown Resturaunt and go inside and jump on the silver table and go to the edge, and there is a SAM teddybear! Juggernaut In survival mode, I found
Juggernaut's weakness. So if you want to try to kill the jugger his weaknesses are grenades. Easy Level Up For Level 1 Players Go to Dome Sabotage Mode. Set the timer bombs 5 seconds round time unlimited. Timer plant 1 second, defuse time 1 second, health minuscule. If you win, you will level 8 after the first game. Some things you don't know about
Quickscoping. I'm a quickscoper myself. I use to suck and watched youtube videos montages it. So what I did was go into private macthes with my friends on Xbox Live and all we did was quickscope. So by that I'm getting better and better. People say it takes about a year to handle quickscoping it took me 2 months. So that's all I did. I use to have
quickscoping problems in public matches I use to stress a lot when I've seen some. But I've been good at private matches, so all I do in public matches is just concetrate and pretend to have a sniper trying to do that. If you're newbey at quickscoping and don't know what it is you just put your cross on the guy and aim and right when you see it in your range
shoot. For sniper I suggest Msr. Drop Shot If as you would like to drop a shot, and usually do it in the game. I would recommend a tactical button layout instead of the default. If you haven't already, you should. What happens is your knife button is crouching/prone. So you have a faster time to lie down. Ak74u At Spec Ops Training and Teddy Bear So to stay
sharp where you are rubbing turn and you should see the jeep in the back of the jeep should be ak74u. Later, after you clear 2 areas you will see another jeep, the jeep management should be a teddy bear. Fyi 2 Easter eggs have nothing to do with each other. Easy Hardline Pro Get a Specialist Strike Package and kill 1 person then die then kill another
person and die just repeat it 78 times and you have hardline pro. Tips for survival mode At startup, use a knife Starting with a weapon to kill enemies. Rounds on different maps have different specials. For example , in the 16th round of resistance, enemies use ACR 6.8 . (they can use FAD I'm not sure), but on round 16 at Arkaden, you'll face regular enemies
(don't know what weapon they have), juggling, riot shield juggling, helicopter, and dogs with explosive bullets on them. Go to Mini Missions (I.E. Headshots, quad kill, flash kill, kill streak, knife streak, and rampage) to earn extra money if you need it. When facing jugglers, use an LMG (can be purchased for $7,000) or predator rockets (can be purchased for
$2,500). As you go into the higher rounds, you may notice enemies have more and more armor, so be careful. Usually you can go to higher rounds if you can use Delta Squad friendly or better yet, Riot Shield friendly matches. Survival Easy Round 20 In Survival you can have 2 sentry weapons! Buy 1 and place it, then go back to the crate and you can buy
another one. This makes it easier to survive until the 20th century. Just go to a place with 2 entrances. Put 1 sentry on both sides and let the sentry do the hard work. When the enemy starts destroying your weapons, buy delta commandos or riot shield squads. This way you can easily survive on weapons dropped by enemies. As for the maximum wave you
can survive, it's all about how well you protect your sentry weapons and platoons. Kill Juaganotch I killed juagnatch by: Buying riot shield delta commando and picking up enemy machine gun and I put delta commando outside air support | Underground! | Then he was shot and he killed them, so I shot him the whole load and he died, but only 2 of my delta
platoons were in remaning. Survival strategy On the first waves, use five seven and a knife, (do not use the weapon the enemy has) and on wave 2 buy desert eagle and use it until wave 4 or 5, in the meantime you can have $ 7,000, so buy a light machine gun (someone is good), and if you have $ 2, 500 buy predators anduse against helicopters on wave 6 ,
And when you have 3 000 or 5,000 buy delta squad or riot shield squad, and on round 10 use LMG (light machine gun) against the jugger, and use delta squad or riot shield squad until wave 15, and this is round with 2 jugglers, so be careful. You should use flashbangs and frag grenades. I survived on wave 15 (juggling wool) using this strategy. If you need
to, replace Desert Eagle with ACR 6. 8 . Attack Dog bikes are not difficult if you use a high performance weapon. If the dog is treading you, press R3 quickly. CoD: Modern Warfare 3 Reveal Trailer Change the name colors When writing in your name, press shift and ^ and then the number. Removes the symbol you just typed and changes the color of your
username. Colors are: Font color is now black: Shift,^,0 Font color is now blue: Shift,^,4 Font color is now dark blue: Shift,^,5 the color is now dark gray: Shift,^,9 Font color is now green: Shift,^,2 Font color is now gray: Shift,^,8 Font color is now orange : Shift,^,7 Font color is now pink : Shift,^,6 Font color is now red: Shift,^,7 Font color is now red: Shift,^,7
Font color1 Font color is now yellow: Shift,^,3 Killstreak Rewards: Assault Strike Package 3 Kills - UAV 4 Kills - Care Package 5 Kills - Intelligent Munitions System 5 Kills - Predator Missile 5 Kills - Sentry Gun 6 Kills - Precision Airstrike 7 Kills - Attack Helicopter 9 kills - Strafe Run 9 kills - AH-6 Overwatch 9 kills - Reaper 10 kills - Assault Drone kills 12 - AC-
130 12 kills - Pave Low 1 15 Kills - Juggernaut Armor 17 Kills - Osprey Gunner Killstreak Rewards: Specialist Strike Package These benefits work in addition to the standard 3 assigned to the custom load selected at the beginning of the match. 2 Kills - Unlock First Tweaks 4 Kills - Unlock Second Tweaks 6 Kills - Unlock Third Outing Killstreak Rewards:
Support Strike Package 4 Kills - UAV 5 Kills - Counter-UAV 5 Kills - Ballistic Vests 5 Kills - AirdRop Trap 8 Kill sa - SAM Turret 10 kills - Recon Drone kills 12 - Advanced UAV kills 12 - Distant turret kills 14 - Stealth Bomber kills 18 - EMP kills 18 - Juggernaut Recon kills 18 - Escort Airdrop. Airdrop.
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